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speaker
on optional stand

Santorin 17
subwoofer

Installation

bookshelf / on wall / stand

stand

subwoofer

Way

1

1

1

Drivers

wide band 8MTR5
cellulose pulp

wide band 8MTR5
cellulose pulp

woofer 17S20 - 17 cm / 6.7 in
cellulose pulp

Cross-over point

-

-

adjustable 20 - 300 Hz

Phase

-

-

adjustable 0° - 180°

Frequency response

250 - 18 000 Hz

250 - 18 000 Hz

39 - 300 Hz

Sensitivity 1 W / 1 m

91 dB

91 dB

active

Nominale impedance

8 ohms

8 ohms

active

Minimum impedance

4 ohms

4 ohms

active

Power handling

50 W

50 W

100 W

Peak power

350 W

350 W

300 W

Magnetic shielded

yes

yes

no

Dimensions (h x w x d)

Ø 99 mm / 3 7/8“

105 x 16 x 16 cm
41 1/3“ x 6 1/3“ x 6 1/3“

30 x 30 x 30 cm
11 13/16“ x 11 13/16“ x 11 13/16“

Weight

0.7 kg / 1.5 lb

3,5 kg / 8 lb

10 kg / 22 lb

Finish

black / white

stand: black

black / white

Because of technical improvements already under way in our constant search for optimum quality,
Cabasse reserves the right to modify all the models presented in specification sheets, advertising materials and manuals without prior notice.
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ALCYONE

Miniature

Alcyone is also a star,
more precisely a group
of stars made of a main
one surrounded by tiny
satellites. It shines like
no other, with 1400 times
the power of the Sun.
When astronomy meets
sound Acyone arises.

Spheres

only

4 inches in diameter

,

the new Alcyone satellites feature all the acoustical
qualities of any Cabasse system: efficiency,
power handling, transparency and stability
of the sound stage.

The Alcyone satellites
are fitted with new
wide bandwidth drivers
designed according
to the Cabasse SCS
(Spatially Coherent
System) principles.

Integration, orientation, satisfaction
Alcyone satellites either can be placed on a shelf, mounted on the wall, or afixed atop the
optional stands. The stand hides the speaker wire which is threaded through one of the stand’s
rod supports. The shelf or wall-mount base is magnetic, so the speaker can be oriented in any
direction for ultimate flexibility in placement.
The Alcyone 5.1 system consists of one Santorin 17 subwoofer (7» woofer
and 100 W amplifier), 5 satellites ready for bookshelf or on-wall use,
and a complete set of interconnect cables.
Easy instant install

The Alcyone satellite has a new wide bandwidth high-efficiency driver for acoustic linearity,

and pleasure.

high output, and full spatial coherency, just like the rest of the Cabasse spherical line.
It has been designed in the Cabasse Acoustic Center in France especially for the small
spherical Alcyone enclosure.
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